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Windscribe for Chrome is a browser extension designed to create a virtual private network
(VPN), mask your online identity and keep you safe from hackers. It has a built-in ad blocker
and also gives you the possibility to view web content that's locked due to geographical
restrictions. Use a proxy to surf the web using Chrome The addon can be easily integrated
with Google Chrome. As far as privacy is concerned, it asks for permission to read and
change all your data on the websites you visit, display notifications as well as manage your
apps, extensions and themes. Other than that, your activity is not tracked by the tool, as
assured by the developer. To be able to use this app, it's necessary to sign up for a free
account. To simply test the tool, it's required to set an email address. However, you can
confirm it if you wish to extend the monthly bandwidth for free, as well as explore different
pricing plans for more features. Cruise Control for auto-changing your location The interface
is quite intuitive, making it possible even for inexperienced users to quickly create a VPN.
Windscribe has a so-called "Cruise Control" mode, which means that it autodetects when
you're trying to access blocked websites and switches to another country automatically, thus
attempting to make the content available to you. The VPN connection can be established with
one click and just as easily turned off if you wish to return to your normal Internet connection.
You can tell that it's off by the control window which turns from blue to grey. Whitelisted
pages and secure links When you connect to another country, you receive a notification
message from the lower-right corner of the screen. To exclude websites from the VPN while
connected to a foreign country, you can add them to a whitelist, which instructs Windscribe
to not apply the proxy configuration to those pages. The Chrome extension has a special
feature that copies URLs in a secure manner ("Secure.Links"), scans that page for ad beacons
and third-party trackers, and gives you a privacy score. Optionally, it can be password-
protected when sharing it with your friends. You can also request your friends to install
Windscribe to be able to view the URLs. Customize privacy options As far as privacy options
go, you can enable "Anti-Social" mode to remove social media buttons from visited pages,
disable the blocker for ad beacons and tracks on "Secure.Links", disable the built-in ad-
blocker, and enable "Split Personality" to
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Free proxy – from a single click! Manage and protect your privacy with Windscribe.Windscribe
for Chrome includes the following features: * Hide your IP address and browse anonymously *
Hide from websites and trackers by scanning HTTPS and HTTP requests * Protect your identity
from cybercriminals and geoblocking websites with Stealth VPN * Block ads with a built-in ad
blocker * Remove trackers on "secure.links" pages with the "clean_urls" feature * Create
personalized proxies with a built-in proxy generator that you can share with your friends *
Scan and block "the world of websites" for privacy and security Windscribe for Firefox
Description: Windscribe for Firefox is a free browser extension for Chrome, offering a VPN and
clean URLs. You can browse the internet safely, anonymously and privately by turning on a
VPN and apply a unique per-site proxy, which lets you hide your real IP address and control
your web browsing experience. Using Windscribe, you can easily and safely browse the
internet anonymously. Once you need to log in to a website, don't worry, as Windscribe is
designed to deliver a secure connection, so you can enter your usernames and passwords
using the integrated browser extension, safe in the knowledge that your credentials won't get
intercepted. • Protect your identity from cybercriminals and geoblocking websites with
Stealth VPN • Speedify is a speed booster to optimize your internet connection and load
times. It also adds a proxy to each site you visit that allows you to control your data while
browsing online. • Protect your privacy: The best way to know if your connection is secure, is
to compare how many connections it takes to reach a website with and without VPN enabled.
• Download free apps for PC, Mac and Linux using private and safe IP addresses: For
example, you could browse the internet safely while downloading apps or games. • Change
your IP address every time you log in to prevent tracking of your browsing habits. • Use your
own proxy at work and for school: Turn on Stealth VPN for only the websites you visit at work
and only when you want to browse at home. * Use an anonymous, unique proxy per website
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when required: Each website you visit will have its own proxy, except for standard security
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Privacy and security on the web are valuable, but at the price of doing without all those apps
and websites that we can’t access unless we risk being busted by the authorities. With
Windscribe for Chrome, we’ve taken the web to a whole new level — giving you the option to
build a virtual private network that masks your identity and protects your data. Once you
activate it, Windscribe keeps your web activity from being tracked. You’ll be able to browse
safely and securely. With Windscribe for Chrome, you’ll experience: • IP address masking •
Tor support • Anonymous browsing and privacy • Encrypted web proxy • Whitelisted secure
links • Stealth mode • Ad block Plus: • An easy-to-use, secure and privacy-first web browser •
The ability to connect to VPNs and 3D secure websites • Working on all major desktop
platforms Windscribe Review If you just want to be safe, Windscribe is one of the best free
VPN services that offers the above features. Features of Windscribe: • IP address masking —
stay anonymous and browse through different servers. • Tor support — safe and anonymous
browsing by using the Tor network. • Anonymous browsing — no one will be able to track
your web activity once connected to the internet with Windscribe. • Encrypted web proxy —
you’ll be able to access any website without a VPN (except for the companies that block their
services). • Whitelisted secure links — you can view the secure links which are delivered from
the website you’re currently browsing. • Stealth mode — by default, Windscribe will behave
like a web browser, but if you want to hide your IP address, you can do so. • Ad block — keep
your web activity protected by disabling ads from appearing on any website. • Erase cache
and history — you can clear your web activity or DNS cache, which will completely remove
any information about your browsing history from your computer. • Keyboard mappings —
you can easily change the keyboard layout for both the virtual keyboard as well as the
inserted keyboard. • VPN connections — you can switch between three different servers and
enable or disable the VPN at any time. • Torrent file downloads — share huge files (up to
1GB) without restrictions. Pros: • Free • Windscribe’s privacy settings are quite flexible. If you
are looking for

What's New In Windscribe For Chrome?

Windscribe for Chrome is a browser extension designed to create a virtual private network
(VPN), mask your online identity and keep you safe from hackers. It has a built-in ad blocker
and also gives you the possibility to view web content that's locked due to geographical
restrictions. Use a proxy to surf the web using Chrome The addon can be easily integrated
with Google Chrome. As far as privacy is concerned, it asks for permission to read and
change all your data on the websites you visit, display notifications as well as manage your
apps, extensions and themes. Other than that, your activity is not tracked by the tool, as
assured by the developer. To be able to use this app, it's necessary to sign up for a free
account. To simply test the tool, it's required to set an email address. However, you can
confirm it if you wish to extend the monthly bandwidth for free, as well as explore different
pricing plans for more features. Cruise Control for auto-changing your location The interface
is quite intuitive, making it possible even for inexperienced users to quickly create a VPN.
Windscribe has a so-called "Cruise Control" mode, which means that it autodetects when
you're trying to access blocked websites and switches to another country automatically, thus
attempting to make the content available to you. The VPN connection can be established with
one click and just as easily turned off if you wish to return to your normal Internet connection.
You can tell that it's off by the control window which turns from blue to grey. Whitelisted
pages and secure links When you connect to another country, you receive a notification
message from the lower-right corner of the screen. To exclude websites from the VPN while
connected to a foreign country, you can add them to a whitelist, which instructs Windscribe
to not apply the proxy configuration to those pages. The Chrome extension has a special
feature that copies URLs in a secure manner ("Secure.Links"), scans that page for ad beacons
and third-party trackers, and gives you a privacy score. Optionally, it can be password-
protected when sharing it with your friends. You can also request your friends to install
Windscribe to be able to view the URLs. Customize privacy options As far as privacy options
go, you can enable "Anti-Social" mode to remove social media buttons from visited pages,
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disable the blocker for ad beacons and tracks on "Secure.Links", disable the built-in
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System Requirements:

Minimum Specifications: OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit) or Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit)
Processor: Intel Pentium III (233 MHz) or better Memory: 256MB RAM Hard Drive: 2GB of free
hard disk space Video Card: 128MB or better DirectX 9 compliant video card Input: Mouse,
Keyboard, DVD/CD-ROM Additional Requirements: Interface Language: English and German.
Supported Screen Modes: 1280x1024 1024
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